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Quick Quote is a simple and easy-to-use piece of software that allows you to store quotes and easily find them. You can find all your quotes by searching for things like names, dates, events or anything else you tag when entering your quote. Quick Quote is simple but powerful. All of your quotes are stored on one central database and you can always access any of them with a tap of the screen. It is so easy and so convenient to use that even your grandmother would be able to
use it. You can find and display (i) all of your quotes, (ii) all of your quotes concerning one person or (iii) all of your quotes concerning a certain event or a range of dates, and all of them in a fast, easy and convenient way. If you have quotes all over the place you can even (iv) filter the quotes by typing anything into the search box, like a persons last name or a keyword, and the program will search all of your quotes and display them in one convenient list. Just start typing and
the program will find them all. Quote Tags: First up you must tag your quotes. Every quote must be tagged by either a person or an event or any other thing that you want to find. The tags can be anything. Personal tags include names, events, contacts and keywords. Event tags include names, dates and keywords. And date tags include names, dates and keywords. It doesn't have to be just one tag. You can tag your quotes with more than one tag. For instance you can have tags
for a person, an event and a date. Sample Tags: A sample tag for a person could be: *"Dick and Jane"* A sample tag for an event could be: *"Flying Disco"* A sample tag for a date could be: *"Mom's 70th Birthday"* Forget the tags, just remember you want to tag your quotes with something that will help you easily find your quotes if you ever need them again. The tags should come before the quote itself. If you want to add some tags to a quote it is very simple. Just open
the quote and add a comment to it. If you want to edit the tags in a quote you can do it in the same way you'd edit any other comment. It's that easy. No complex settings. Because Quick Quote is easy to use, there is no
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- Create and edit quotes easily with templates and add them to your database. - Quick Quote Search: you can search through your database of quotes very easily. - Add a photo. - Add your phone number or email. - Add documents. - For more information visit More features - Important dates & times - Landline numbers, mobile numbers, fax numbers - Full version - Free version - Android, iOS, Windows, Blackberry. Thank you, Metamakr, for this wonderful idea. Let´s see
if we can put a smile on other peoples´ face. In case you want to make a change or have a suggestion, please send us an email to [email protected] Good luck in making your society stronger. The name of the app and the logo are the trademarks of the company. The license of the name and the logo are not granted to the users of this app. Permission for the use of any of the content of the app is not granted. It is possible that he has already used or copied the name or logo. This
app is published and maintained by Nikolas de los Reyes, owner of the company and the development team of the app. If you are a publisher, developer, merchant of the app, trademark owner or any other interested party, you can contact the company at [email protected] You are using AdBlocker. Please add us to your whitelist to enable non-ad functionality. "This app is my personal property, created and published only by me. The use of any of the content or the name of
the app is prohibited without my permission." Thank you, Nikolas de los Reyes. This is an example of what non-ad content looks like, you can ignore it if the app works properly for you: "monetizable_news_2568" "Cannot apply as a guest — Sorry you are not a member yet. Please sign in as a member, log in or create a free account on Metamakr." What will I get for free? "100 free credits are available for you to advertise your business on Metamakr for free. Your app is
placed in the free section of apps and 6a5afdab4c
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What's New in the?

Objective: The objective of this program is to create an easy-to-use quote database with search features. Features: Basic search -- The user can enter a name or tag to search for a single quote. Advanced search -- The user can enter multiple names to search for multiple quotes. Search by tag -- The user can enter a series of tags to be used as search criteria. Export -- The user can export the quote database into a comma-separated file. Import -- The user can import the CSV file
into the quote database. Quote Management --The user can add, delete or edit quotes. User interface -- The user interface is very simple. Requirements: Quick Quote is designed for Windows 95/98/NT/2000 operating systems. After downloading the trial version, you should install it on your computer. The setup process is very easy and QuickQuote should run fine. If you encounter any issues during the installation, please visit our troubleshooting guide. #2 Quick Quote Pro
Objective: The objective of this program is to create an easy-to-use quote database with search features. Features: Search -- The user can enter a name, event or name and date to search for a single quote. Advanced search -- The user can enter multiple name to search for multiple quotes. Search by tag -- The user can enter a series of tags to be used as search criteria. Export -- The user can export the quote database into a comma-separated file. Import -- The user can import
the CSV file into the quote database. Quote Management -- The user can add, delete or edit quotes. User interface -- The user interface is very simple. Requirements: Quick Quote Pro is designed for Windows NT/2000 operating systems. The Quick Quote Pro license may be purchased through the same website where you purchased Quick Quote. The cost for purchasing Quick Quote Pro is approximately $95.00 USD. #3 Tablo Tablo is a powerful software for the storage
and management of digital media files in the cloud, featuring simple drag-and-drop functionality with unlimited storage for users, libraries, playlists, and collections. Tablo can record, archive and edit files with regular Windows applications and other Tablo apps. Tablo helps users organize, store and enjoy entertainment files, playlists and collections without
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System Requirements For Quick Quote:

Supported: • Intel® Core™ i3, i5, and i7 processors (32-bit and 64-bit) • Windows 7 (32-bit and 64-bit) • Windows 8 (32-bit and 64-bit) • Windows 10 (32-bit and 64-bit) • Windows Server 2008 SP1 (32-bit and 64-bit) • Windows Server 2012 SP1 (32-bit and 64-bit) • Windows Server 2016 (32
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